International solidarity: what's the point?

Solidarity is a big word, which tries to bring out the best in us. It means that we should not only care about ourselves, but also for others, and be willing to take a stand for them. For War Resisters’ International, solidarity and specifically international solidarity are at the core of our values and activities. As an international, we put emphasis on the need to support each other in our struggles against war and injustice. That is why we say that we are a network of mutual support: support that helps to amplify the voices of dissent. But what impact can solidarity and mutual support have in times of crises? What are the limitations of solidarity? In this issue of The Broken Rifle we look at some current violent conflicts, and the role of international solidarity - or the lack of it - such as in the case of Ukraine and Gaza.

When we think of solidarity in WRI we think of it as a coming together: together we are stronger. Solidarity can take many different forms. It can include supporting local groups affected by conflict or trying to make a conflict more visible. It can demonstrate that the groups struggling are not alone and that there are others, often far away geographically, who are concerned about their situation. This can include people who have faced similar challenges, who care, and who are ready to stand in solidarity. Solidarity can also show the power-holders that the dissenters are not alone – on the contrary, there are people across different countries monitoring what is happening, and ready to act to call out abuses, and press for change at an international level. It also contributes to informing and educating the wider international community about a situation. Often, they may not have had access to information through the mainstream media. It can take time for people to move from learning about a situation to taking action in solidarity, thus maintaining the flow of information is crucial. That is why it is important that solidarity is sustainable, timely, and not just a one off action.

There’s nothing positive about undertaking an act of solidarity just to make ourselves feel good, without really thinking what the consequences could be and what is happening to those we are acting in solidarity with.

The work in support of conscientious objectors is one of the strongest examples of WRI’s solidarity. Through our CO-alert system, which shares information about COs being sent to prison or otherwise punished, we ask people to apply pressure, sending a demand for their release. As well as these alerts, WRI has attended trials, supports groups in accessing international legal frameworks to protect COs at risk, coordinates letters to be sent to COs in prison, and strategy training. Through these activities, we ensure they feel part of a larger movement. On many occasions, WRI's work has had an impact: resulting in the release of individual COs in prison, helping to change

Editorial

In the WRI office we are often asked ‘What does WRI think about this?’ when a ‘crisis’ hits the newspapers.

Often, we have written a statement telling people what we think.

Whilst such statements can be useful, they can also be irrelevant.

At the last WRI Executive meeting, we assessed different ways that WRI have responded to political crises in the past - what worked and what didn’t, and the particular situations that determined the efficacy of the initiative.

In this edition of The Broken Rifle, we thought we could keep this conversation going by highlighting places that have been heavily focused on by the media in the last year, and ask our contributors - what happened? Where was international solidarity in your situation? And what could be done differently on an international level again?

We are aware that media agendas are weighted, determined by those with power to do so, and told from their perspective. Other stories go unheard, or are ignored after the dust that springs from the initial story has settled. For WRI it’s important to promote those other stories, attempting to raise awareness of a struggle that is not widely known about.

An activist writes from Mexico, Bjorn Kunter on Ukraine, Ayah Bashir on Gaza, Koldobí Velasco on the Ebola crisis, and how solidarity has been militarised, Merve Aktun on Kobanê, Christine Schweitzer on Islamic State in Iraq-Syria and Javier Gárate looks at some of the different ways we have, as an International, provided solidarity in the past.

Hannah Brock
for this place interfering with people with whom they should not be getting involved with: police and drug dealers/police. The state tries to blame the drug dealers for everything, in order to show that the drug dealers are one thing and the state itself is another entity. In fact, the ties between the two are very strong, and in some cases they are one and the same. In many Mexican states (Mexico is a federation like the USA) narco IS the state.

When the disappearance began to create too much noise, as much at a national level as at the international level, the Guerrero State Government tried to bribe the families of the missing students, offering 100,000 pesos (some 6000 euros) to each family for keeping quiet.

As a result of the search for the students of Ayotzinapa, only in the nearby localities of the city of Iguala they have discovered so far more than 10 communal graves where the drug-police buried their victims. Similarly, the drainage of some waters in the municipalities of Ecatpec, which form part of the urban zone stuck to the Federal District, revealed in broad day light between 20 and 40 bodies that were lying in the marshes. The idea that all of Mexico is a massive communal grave is empowering the minds of the people.

Interfering with politicians is costly to the indigenous activists. Mario Luna, spokesman of the Yaqui community that fights against the “Independence” aqueduct in the State of Sonora in the North of Mexico, was detained by a group of people in civilian clothes that carried him inside an unofficial vehicle to an unknown destination. Shortly afterwards, the community was informed that Mario Luna was detained for kidnapping - together with another colleague - a member of the Yaqui community for two days. The person that was “kidnapped” by the traditional Yaqui authorities, who - according to the Mexican constitution - have the right to do so, had tried to knock down various people that blocked a road in protest against the aqueduct.

The traditional authorities wrote a letter to the state authorities explaining that they had the right to make a judgement on a member of its community and that, furthermore, Mario Luna was not present when this person was detained, let alone the one that ordered his detention. Nevertheless, Mario remains in jail. Among many other cases, one must mention the recent case in the communities of Xochicuaautla and Huztilzapan, barely an hour away from Mexico City, where hundreds of armed police entered to fight the resistance of the indigenous community against the highway that will pass right through the middle of their sacred forest. On 3rd November 2014, the police detained 8 people who had passively resisted the destruction of the forest and that furthermore relied on judiciary protection in support of their cause. The word and the orders of the Governor of the State of Mexico, however, weighed more for the police than the judicial decisions in favour of the town of Otomi.

The forced disappearances of the Ayotzinapa students, unlike many other cases (some even more bloody in terms of the number of the victims), were made known internationally, thanks to the massive mobilization throughout Mexico and in more than 100 cities overseas. This case has caused universities to stop, converted the Movie Awards Ceremony into a more politicized cultural act that was transmitted live via television, and has caused more than 50,000 people to practically self-organise and demonstrate in the streets of Mexico City without any political party behind them. It appears to be, in this moment, the point of change of awareness.

Can we ask ourselves then, does the Mexican state really exist? Or is it now dead? - as says a sign in the marches in support of Ayotzinapa. Perhaps, Mexico is simply a government territory and controlled by an assortment of criminals of different profiles, strategies and modes of operation, in positions inside the political, judicial, structure, of “defence” and “protection”. Although this can well be applied to many other countries as well, for Mexico to recognise this fact it would be a significant step forward and the essential condition for the future reconstruction of its social fabric.

The protesters at numerous marches in support of the missing students are clear about who the culprit of the disappearances was and say it in a loud voice: IT WAS THE STATE. To those that still have hope, in the case of Ayotzinapa they see the straw that could break the camel’s back. However, the demonstrations for the liberty of Mario Luna had just started to gain strength when Ayotzinapa occurred. Will something else happen if the mobilizations for Ayotzinapa come to a critical moment for the authorities? Ultimately, one is left with the feeling that the Mexican glass has no bottom and that the water that goes through the top exits through the bottom, so that the glass is never full. We hope that this is not the case.

N.C.

Translation from the Spanish by Grace Brown
Mexico: 'everyone against everyone', a war without rules

For a long time – for too much time - the situation in Mexico has been getting worse without the international community demonstrating signs of concern. Whilst on the shores of Acapulco army tanks patrol because of the high level of homicides, barely a few kilometres away from where a high-level international tennis tournament is held, it’s “Business as usual”. The image that Mexico has since sent to the world is of a country with some security problems due to some criminal groups which traffic illegal drugs.

Until a very short time ago – the summer of 2014 – that which most interested the world press about Mexico was whether its GDP had grown sufficiently. The European and American politicians did not stop congratulating Peña Nieto for the good implementation of his neoliberal “reforms”, which are based on the privatization of the national oil business (Pemex) - the third biggest in the world. For the western newspapers, little else happened in Mexico. Whilst the drug dealers did everything possible so that their atrocities appeared in the national media with the aim of having the population terrified and blocked by fear, the Government invested a lot of time - and we suppose money as well - in order to present Mexico as a place on the right track.

The reality could not be more different, in this country of wonders that the Mexican Government talks of. That which began as “the war against drugs” in 2006 developed into a massacre of everyone against everyone, a war without rules, without piety or even mercy for the defenceless. In Mexico the white flag does not exist. ‘Ceasefire’ does not exist. There is no respect for any person that finds themselves in the way of an armed group. In Mexico they shoot in children’s parades, students are burnt alive, they rape, kidnap and sell many thousands of women as sex slaves. Men hang from bridges in broad daylight, those that surrender, they execute; bodies lie in clandestine communal graves or they dissolve them in acid - and more besides.

Since 2006, more than 10,000 lives have been lost each year. In 2014 they have continued to lose their lives due to this “small problem”. And these are only the victims that they count officially. The real figure is unknown, one can only estimate, but in any case we are talking about thousands more deaths. Of those, many are considered “missing”, and several others - firstly Central American migrants - are not even counted. But are the criminal drug trafficking groups capable of killing so many people? Can they really do this alone? If not, who is helping them?

It is nothing new that the majority of those sent to the army are involved in the activities of drug trafficking groups. Various army generals were detained for that reason at the end of Felipe Calderon’s term of office, but were freed when Peña Nieto assumed the presidency of the country. Following that, he has also worked hard to not allow a perception of the army to develop as a totally corrupt entity from the inside. In January 2014 a military fair was organized in the central square of Mexico City with the slogan “Armed Forces, A passion for serving Mexico”, where, among other aspects of military self-propaganda, they offered children’s games lead by the soldiers. The “turbuses” throughout 2014 bring army propaganda that, like the European armies, conducts a publicity campaign as if it were a humanitarian NGO, and not as an army involved in human rights violations of severe gravity.

For example, recently, evidence emerged that soldiers participated in the execution of 22 people in the locality of Tlatlaya, although directly after the success of the Government attempt to present this massacre as a glorious action of the army against drug dealers. The Attorney General’s Office has accused three servicemen of homicide by participating in the Tlatlaya slaughter, and it will be the first time that any servicemen will be judged in front of a civil court. The cases of kidnap, torture and assassination perpetrated by the military, until now, were considered mere incidents by a large swathe of public opinion.

Human rights defend are subject to a total media blackout through the main channels of communication, including through the two biggest television corporations, Televisa and TV Azteca. Thus the human rights violations committed by some members of the army were concealed with reasonable success. If the Tlatlaya case reaches the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, as indicated by some of the biggest international NGOs, maintaining the image of the “Good soldier” could take a great deal more work than it has until now. On the other hand, the public opinion was never positive in respect of the police. Too many cases of corruption and links with the drug traffickers have created a climate of distrust nearly absolutely towards the police from the most local level up to the federal police.

The case of the forced disappearance of the students of the normal rural school of Ayotzinapa, in Guerrero State, is a clear illustration of the transversal metastasis of crime in the body of the state: By orders from the mayor of the city of Iguala, or rather of the wife that officially has no political power, the local police shot at the bus full of rebellious students (contrary to their intentions of replacing her husband in the mayoral position) and some young athletes that were simply in the wrong place at the wrong time. For the young people that survived, the police stopped them and handed them to the criminal group “Guerreros Unidos”, although in reality many local police form a part of this criminal group.

There was also a second attack on the survivors that had escaped. Meanwhile, the army - its base barely 5km from the place of the incident - did not respond to the calls for help from some of the students that managed to escape and told them that they had themselves searched

continued on page 2
Islamic State, Iraq and Syria: Considering non-violent solutions

In the wake of the NATO summit in Wales in early September, the United States forged a new “Coalition of the Willing” to conduct aerial operations against Islamic State (IS) militants in Iraq and Syria. Almost 60 states heeded the Americans’ call. Some, like the US, Britain, Australia and France, are conducting bombing raids; others, like Germany, are supporting operations by training the Peshmerga or supplying them with arms. Yet again, both measures are claimed to be justified on “humanitarian” grounds and by the “global war on terror”. Pleas by aid organisations that it was humanitarian aid that was needed, rather than “humanitarian weapons”, fell on deaf ears. And yet again, like in Kosovo, it is the people on the ground who are doing the fighting and the dying – the Western states are supporting the lives of their own soldiers but bombing from a safe distance high in the sky (and probably also using drones like those deployed in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia). Many countries are exporting arms to the Kurdish Peshmerga, ignoring the concerns voiced by many observers. The communities living in a situation like this – where no one can say for sure that they will not fall into enemy hands or be turned against opponents other than those with which the IS or Western governments now have in their sights, isn’t simply playing with fire – it’s much more than that. We shouldn’t forget that the very arms which IS is using from coming from military aid for an Iraqi government which a similar Coalition of the Willing installed after the devastating war against Iraq in 2003, and that it has been the non-inclusiveness and general behaviour of this government which led to the creation of IS. Peace organisation Federation for Social Defence (Bund für Soziale Verteidigung, or BSV) published a lengthy paper on this topic back in August in which it shared its thoughts on possible non-violent alternatives to engaging IS militarily. The following is an extract from this paper.

- IS is reportedly very amply funded. Does it carry its money around in sacks? Perhaps it does, occasionally. Or has it stashed this money, together the wealth it now command in Mosul, back into bank accounts? Assuming this is the case, who are these banks belong to? Is there any way of pulling the financial plug on IS, sapping its reputation in the international weapons market? This is a conclusion which the UN Security Council has also arrived at – Resolution No 2170 dated 15 August 2014 threatens action against anyone funding IS, calling the organisation an associate of Al Qaeda.

- Another source of revenues which IS is said to have opened up recent is the sale of oil. Who are the buyers? And here, too, do these buyers carry their money around with them in sacks? Do they magically beam the barrels of oil to their destination – or do they use conventional means of transport like roads or the sea, or perhaps even a pipeline?

- Reports broadly agree that IS enjoys backing from a variety of Arab countries, first and foremost the Gulf States. Even if it is not these countries’ governments, but businessmen and families there who are supporting the extremist groups, there really must be some way of intervening here.

- What about the Arab League and the Organization of Islamic Cooperation? These two international bodies could potentially play a constructive role in addressing different facets of the wide-ranging conflicts in the region, of which IS is merely the most violent manifestation. Topics range from the question of the future Iraqi government, to re-engaging with Iran, through to developing new initiatives for mediating in Syria.

- IS is aggressively recruiting new personnel – which is hardly surprising given that it must have sustained huge losses, even if no mortality figures are available. Is this not an angle which could be addressed? What makes youths and young men want to join a jihadist organisation? A thirst for adventure, delusions of grandeur, financial difficulties, fear of reprisals against family members? The fact that IS appears to have forcibly recruited many children, or has done so in Syria at least, would suggest that it has no option but to brainwash its personnel on a massive scale in order to keep them on board, not unlike the Lord’s Resistance Army in eastern Africa and other militias which to this day count child soldiers among their ranks.

- IS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi is a self-proclaimed caliph, which in Islamic theology means he believes himself to be a successor of Muhammad. Nearly every Muslim outside IS disputes this assertion. Many in IS circles, too, are likely to feel a little uneasy. So reaching out to devout Muslims and encouraging them to publicly declare that what IS stands for has nothing to do with most Muslims’ understanding of the Islamic faith is another way to drain support for IS over the medium term. (This is frequently already happening.)

- Inevitably, there will also be some IS fighters who turn their backs on the organisation and quit. There is already talk of infighting. Is there any way of supporting these deserters, either financially or by granting them immunity from prosecution? Currently, most governments only seem interested in either barring their way back into society or treating them as criminals, unaware that by doing so, they are also closing the

---

Photo: Syrian Anarchists Facebook page door on those who may wish to escape from IS, having ruled their decision to join the organisation in the first place.

There are communities and organisations in Iraq and in Syria, too – indeed, Rojava is an entire (Kurdish) region in Syria – which are striving to create a different, non-violent society based on the idea of building bridges between communities and interest groups. The full version of this article mentions some of them by name. Stories and communities like these are beacons of hope showing that even in war-torn regions, there are ways and means of acting in a non-violent manner. It is admittely highly unlikely that hostilities in the region will cease overnight, but we in the pacifist movement can nonetheless make a tangible difference right now by throwing our weight behind humanitarian and political initiatives of the sort mentioned in this article.

Another point is worth making here. At the time of writing, the Peshmerga and their international supporters appear to have achieved some initial modest military success, opening up a route for Yazidi refugees to escape from the war. Of course, saving these people is something to be welcomed. But it is nonetheless a minor success, and there are still no real signs that IS will be vanquished by military means any time soon. President Obama himself has warned that this operation may be a protracted one lasting many years. In the meantime, the mere fact that IS is holding its own against the US-led coalition, which, for many Muslims, is an anti-Islamic initiative, is burningish the appeal of IS and its campaign of anti-civilian terror among extremist groups around the globe. The “war on terror” has yet again helped to give birth to new generations of terrorists.

It can also be assumed that the “war on terror” will only strengthen the utter ruthlessness of IS’s reprisals against anyone who is refuses to join them – war always makes extreme human rights violations easier to justify, and makes it harder for people to resist IS. Resistance like this has been seen on a small scale in Syria, as journalist Julia Taleb describes in an oft-quoted article (https://wagingnonviolence.org/feature/assad-isis-taleb/resistance/). It may well be
that, at the end of the day, it will indeed have to be the people on the ground – those living where IS operates – who overcome it. But not by military means, or at least not just militarily, but through non-violent resistance. In the longer term, IS will not be able to thrive without the cooperation of the people in the areas it controls – the larger these territories are, the more difficult this becomes. This makes for a setting where strategies of non-violent resistance (or civilian-based defence) might take root.

In Syria, the two years preceding the arrival of IS showed just how instable the armed Islamist groupings were, how quickly people moved from one group to the next, and how easily they started fighting each other. The same goes for the Taliban in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The current perception of the stability of IS may be short-lived as well. In the meantime, the "international community" should focus on delivering humanitarian aid to the Internally Displaced People (IDPs) and refugees from the stricken countries, and it must stop adding fuel to the racist and anti-Islamist sentiments which are growing so quickly in many Western countries.

Christine Schweitzer, 20 December 2014
Translated from the German by Benjamin Lacey
The original German article, which was written by Georg Adelmann, Stephan Brües, Ute Finckh-Krämmer and Christine Schweitzer in August 2014, can be downloaded from the BSV’s website.

contradictions and repeated blatant lies don’t have to convince, but just to confuse the broader public to prevent any effective solidarity or counteraction. While people were still debating to what extent Russian soldiers were in Crimea, the Peninsula was already annexed. And whilst, for example, I spent three months on research on fascism in Ukraine, the propaganda proxies had hammered the “Fascist Nazi Junta” into the public mind.

Disinformation, including even the wildest theories and “proofs” around the shooting down of the Malaysian flight MH17.viii, will always find someone who wants to believe in it. While they force everybody else to write nitty-gritty foot-proof analyses, which are published months later, when the wave of outrage has ebbed away long ago. This effect is further amplified by the habit of many people to think that the truth between two opposing viewpoints is somewhere in the middle. While this has some value to counter the exaggerations of parties, it encourages blatant lying. Much of the media are unable to research the truth and just quote both opinions: even the biggest lies are repeated. Picking the middle way will then inevitably lead us to believe a (smaller) lie, or not to believe anything at all.

Therefore, solidarity can not keep equidistance, or neutrality. Be it democracy, human rights or peace activists in Syria, Ukraine or anywhere else, they will be most likely be defamed as paid agents and henchman, as useful idiots in the grand game, hooligans and fascists. And the less we know about the local conflict and believe the propaganda, we will just be useful idiots ourselves.

Björn Kunter

1 The Anti-EU Politics is very much driven by the stereotype of homosexuality, e.g. if Ukraine enters the European Union, gays will be allowed to marry etc. If right-wing fighters are questioned as to why they fight on the Ukrainian side, they feel the urge to explain that they are not gay and that there are no homosexuals in their brigade.

2 “Stasi”: Ministry for state Security of the former GDR.


4 http://aillanionov.livejournal.com/704238.html

5 http://anton-shekhotsov.blogspot.de/2014/11/fake-monitors-observe-fake-elections-in-.html

6 Igor Girkin “Семьдцать километров мы ишли маршем через грань!” http://svypressa.ru/war21/article/103643, 7

www.state.gov/p/eur/rls/um/2013/dec/218804.htm


9 Just a small overview: http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jul/22/mh17-five-bizarre-conspiracy-theories-zionist-plots-illuminati-russian-tv

Petition to End Finnish Conscription and Imprisonment of Conscientious Objectors

Finland is one of the last remaining countries in Europe that still has conscription. Finnish society and national culture are very militaristic and conscription is upheld primarily because of militaristic values and traditions. Even the armed forces admit they don’t need all the conscripts.

Conscientious objectors can get an exemption from armed service through alternative civilian service that is more than twice the length of the shortest military service. Length of the civilian service has been condemned by United Nations Human Rights Committee to be akin to punishment. The only group exempted from service is Jehovah’s Witnesses, with both UN and EU calling for expansion of this exemption to other groups of conscientious objectors.

Those COs who refuse to do any kind of service are referred to as total objectors and they get a sentence of 5 months and 3 weeks. Since 2011 it has been possible to sentence total objectors to an electronically monitored home detention. Nowadays about 40-50 total objectors are sentenced every year. The number of people who refuse to do neither military nor alternative civilian service has been in the rise for the last few years, even if it has become easier to be exempted from conscription altogether.

Please sign this petition from the Union of Conscientious Obstructors (AKL) against conscription and for the rights of COs: http://tinyurl.com/FinConPet
Missing solidarity for Ukraine

Russian Propaganda and the international Peace Movement

The freedom movement in Ukraine has received a lot of international attention during the Euromaidan events, but very limited international support. Instead, it fell victim to an international defamation wave. This can partly be explained by failures of the movement, as some protesters turned violent and the movement failed to denounce itself from right wing elements. But more importantly the international peace movement, especially in Europe, must realize that it has been targeted by a massive propaganda campaign as part of Russia’s hybrid warfare. Instincts from the cold war as a distrust of official media and empathy toward the Kremlin’s interests, have been a fertile ground for the seeds of hate and desolidarisation with Ukrainian democracy and human rights activists.

When I entered the West-German Peace Movement in the 1980s we were called “useful idiots of the Soviet union”. Obviously this wasn’t true and the “communist-nurtured” peace movement soon also raised the question of disarmament in the East and strengthened the East German peace movement, which became the civil rights movement to topple the communist regime in 1989. Nevertheless in the nineties I was shocked to realize the massive scope of Stasi agents within the movement and the financial dependence of many West German organizations from the former German Democratic Republic.

Nowadays, I feel manipulated again. Since the escalation of events at the Maidan (central square) in Ukraine a massive propaganda campaign to defame the Ukrainian pro-democracy movement as fascist, violent, foreign paid and gay-friendly has influenced the world and wide parts of “my” peace movement. All four arguments have small cores of truth inside, but are widely exaggerated. This is most obvious for the supposed “fascist junta”. Actually, the problem of organized right wing extremism in Ukraine is far below the level of most other European countries, and hate crimes had been rare exceptions. In fact, the propaganda lies and myths about the fascist Maidan movement were so massive that the anti-fascist research community - which had been warning about even the tiniest sign of fascism in Ukraine for years - came out with an open letter to stop the mindless usage of “fascism” stereotypes in Ukraine reporting.

But why have blatant lies been so effective in discouraging solidarity with the Ukrainian pro-democracy movement, even after Russian soldiers annexed Crimea and openly fought in the Donbass region? What had made the German peace movement so receptive, that lies and crude propaganda went viral?

Firstly, we have been targeted. In February 2013 the Russian Head of General Staff Valery Gerasimov explained that within the concept of hybrid war, a protesting opposition is a natural ally.iii Within this opposition, which in Europe may be roughly divided into former communist/leftist groups and far right Anti-EU-parties, only a few groups are directly sponsored, like France’s National Front of Marine Le Pen, which for the upcoming elections receive 40 Million Euro loans from Russian banks, or the “Eurasian Observatory of Democracy and Elections” (EODE) run by Belgian fascist Luc Michieur. But these are not just paid henchman. Putin’s support in Europe is based on a broad mix of shared values and enemy perceptions. Right wing extremists see themselves in a conservative alliance with Putin’s Russia against the anti-national “decadent and gay-friendly” European Union (Gayropa), while leftist join the anti-fascist fight. And all together unite against the United States of America, whose secret hand is suspected behind every conflict. This propaganda mix works as it is targeted like in Public Relation and Advertising messages, tailored to please the target groups, selling contradictory products to different customers.

Secondly, the “geopolitical grand game” in which the Russian propaganda disguises its aggression against Ukraine appeals to behavioral patterns and instincts from the Cold War and our opposition to NATO wars. In the geopolitical game, all conflicts are only battlegrounds of the superpowers, and other countries or local movements are just proxies like figures on a chess board. Therefore, solidarity with Ukraine is unthinkable as it is just a territory, not an actor. Then we feel no outrage over an empire attacking its smaller neighbor, but instead pity the aggressor for being surrounded by US bases and “provoked” by the European Unions expansion.

Thirdly, to discredit genuine movements and to claim legitimacy for its hybrid warfare, seemingly successful tactics have been used on the “Russian side”. “Already during the Euromaidan protest, the regime of Yanukovich staged an “Anti-Maidan”, copying the protestor’s activities, with their own protests, tent camps etc. Just months after the protesters had formed the “Maidan defense force” (“armed” with shields, sticks & Molotov cocktails) and occupied administration buildings, Russian armed small battle units occupied the Crimean Parliament and later the security forces in Slaviansk giving out guns to their local allies “to form an Army”. In a similar way, democratic procedures are staged, like referendums or elections in Crimea, Donetsk and Lugansk, even including (obscure) international election monitors. Last but not least, Russia claims the right to repeat every perversion of international law the West has made in the past, like the war in Kosovo, the intervention in Libya and the separation of the Kosovo. In fact, Russia misinterprets all popular uprisings of the past decades as as result of western (CIA) intermingling. In the case of Ukraine a quote from Victoria Nuland, the USA assistant secretary of state for European and Eurasian affairs has been presented as the smoking gun that the US invested 5 billions USD in the Ukrainian upheaval, totally ignoring that this sum includes all aid since 1991, most of which has been given directly to Ukrainian government agencies and for humanitarian, social, ecological and economical issues.

Fourth: to be effective, these stagings, continued on page 5
The world stood silent while we were slaughtered

“Why is there no protection or obligation to apply international law and UN resolutions when it comes to the Palestinian people?”

Before Israel’s launching of the current offensive against Gaza, a member of the Israeli Knesset, Ayete Leonard, of the Jewish Home Party, called for a genocide and collective punishment of the Palestinians in Gaza. "They should go, as should the physical homes in which they raised the snakes otherwise more little snakes will be raised there,” she said. Unfortunately this does not represent the stance of only some minority of racist far-right Israeli politicians like Ayete Leonard, Mirel Regev, Mordechai Kedar, Moshe Feiglin...etc. Rather it epitomizes the policy of the majority of Israelis (hard hawks or soft doves) that we, a population that is mostly children, are all mere snakes.

This strategy is not new. We have not been only witnessing it for the last month. It has been a long history of endless massacres, decades of systemic ethnic cleansing, forty-seven years of military occupation, apartheid policies and forced displacement since 1948, and all this continues until today. It has not been about Hamas rockets, “human shields,” or tunnels. It has always been about Israel’s control over our lives, land, and borders. And it has been about killing more of us. However, the massacre, genocide, holocaust - call it what you may - of Gaza 2014, is the most ferocious one I have ever eye-witnessed

The observable facts of deliberately targeting and atrociously slaughtering civilians, massacring entire neighbourhoods like in al-Shejaya, Khuzza’a, Rafah, and obliterating houses are prodigiously shocking. At least 1,875 Palestinians have been killed, with more than 450 children, so far. Over 9,567 others have been injured. Numbers are increasing, many injured people are in critical condition, and countless bodies continue to be pulled from the rubble every day. According to the Euro-Mid Observer for Human Rights, a child or a woman has been killed every hour since the beginning of this assault. More than 70,000 children have been forced to flee from their homes that were totally destroyed or sustained major damage, prompting Save the Children to call the current offensive an “ongoing war on children.”

Escaping the bombs is easier than walking on the wreckage

Nevertheless, these facts and statistics would never reveal the true nature of the devastating conditions here. Today, I went to Khan Younis (Abssan and Khuzza’a) and Rafah. Since everything is literally beyond description, I would not attempt to express my feelings and emotions at the moment. I would rather recount some of what I have seen and heard. I realized how much the photos are different from reality. I realized that escaping the bombs is easier than walking on the wreckage.

Children are sorting through the debris for their clothes and books. It is difficult or rather impossible to find anything, or even to tell that there was a house here. Has an earthquake struck the area? Multi-storey buildings are pounded and levelled to earth. Everything is in very tiny pieces. Children are carrying jerry cans of water. In place of houses, there are holes which are more than five meters deep into the earth - I used to hear three meters in the news, but this is not what I saw. A man is taking a siesta above the rubble of what was his house. A group of women are talking to representatives of international NGOs about the dire living circumstances they and their families experience while taking shelter in governmental schools. Large numbers of houses are completely burned out - everything inside and outside is completely black. Schools, mosques, hospitals and clinics are being bombed by artillery. Olive trees are uprooted and planted vegetables, in dunums of land, are dead, for nobody has irrigated them for more than a month. Everything tells you that this devastation has been perpetrated by war criminals.

One is perplexed and flummoxed about the (in)humanity of those soldiers. They must have left their humanity somewhere else before they entered Gaza. They invaded most of the houses in Khuzza’a, inflicting complete damage to even the very personal possessions. After destroying things indoors, they didn’t get out from houses through the doors. They created big holes in the houses’ wall to get into the next houses the same way. There are marks of ruin done by hands and guns’ butts (tearing up papers, breaking computers... etc.) It is a deliberate and crystal-clear approach to sabotage.

Um Ahmad is a cancer patient. She was evacuated to her father’s home after her house was bombed. She speaks about the difficulty of obtaining a permit from the Israelis to reach a hospital in the West Bank, and how she lost not only her house, but also her appointment for an urgent treatment. Wafa’a, a widow and breadwinner for her family, came from the school she has been staying in to see her destroyed house and damaged sewing machine. “I just wanted to hug my house before they destroy it. I reimbursed my debts after buying the sewing machine days ago. Now I even lost my work,” she said.

Facilities are acutely deteriorating

As the world’s now speaks about a “humanitarian truce” or abiding “cease-fire,” Gaza still sinks into darkness. I am writing these words while Tariq, my 10 year-old brother and Hanan, my 16 year-old sister, keep examining the sky from our balcony amidst sheer blackness. They compete with each other for who would first pinpoint and count the largest number of drones. “No, it is not a drone; it is a star,” Hanan would say. “Look at that one over there! It gives an interrupted orange light,” Tariq would briskly remark.

It is worth mentioning that the severe and ongoing Israeli bombardments of Gaza’s only power plant (GPP), aggravated by limited fuel availability, brought the plant’s operation to a total halt on 29 July. The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) estimates that Gaza currently receives only about 64 MW of power from Egypt and Israel, equivalent to less than 16 percent of the estimated demand. Even when I use the generator to get electricity for nearly an hour a day - not to mention the hardship to reach this stage - I feel psychologically unsettled, bewildered, overwhelmed and perplexed as I don’t know what I have to prioritize and from where I should commence!

Equally significant, data collected by the PA’s Gaza Coastal Municipal Water Utility (CMWU) and Palestinian Water Authority (PWA) indicates a significant shortage of water services and a grievous public health threat to the population of Gaza. More than 80 percent of the water wells in Gaza are estimated to not function with about 1.2 million people lacking access to water and sanitation services. The desalination plant in Deir al-Balah, where I live, continues to be non-operational, after it sustained damage during airstrikes - the main ancient water reservoir in the town, dating back to the sixties, has been targeted and destroyed, further restricting the availability of much needed drinking water.

continued on page 8
We refuse to live in a submissive ghetto

In this surreal (un)reality, the official world chooses not to see and to keep flying in the face of international law. At a joint press conference during the offensive when Netanyahu rejected the cease-fire, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon supported Israel saying, “No country would accept the rockets raining down on its territory. All countries and parties have an obligation to protect its citizens.” Well, would any country on earth ever accept being brutally occupied, racially oppressed and discriminated against and ethnically cleansed for more than sixty-six years? And why is there no protection or obligations to apply the international law and UN resolutions when it comes to the Palestinian people? It is either silence or injustices that prevail whenever such official bodies speak about this spot on earth.

Currently, however, we are also witnessing an unmatched sense of solidarity and global support on the grassroots level for Gaza and Palestine in general - certainly more genuine than the acclaimed efforts to reach a “cease-fire” and the shallow insulting press releases of international official spokespersons. Therefore, we believe that Gaza 2009, 2012 and 2014 mark decisive milestones in intensifying BDS activities worldwide as the campaign’s efforts are incrementally gaining momentum.

Therefore, as we commemorate today the cruel bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, seventy years after, we urge you to take a stand and stop the new barbaric bombing of Gaza. For all those Israel has slaughtered and if you candidly care about us, our children and a better future, impose arms embargo now, join BDS and heed the call of Gaza by taking to the streets this Saturday, 9 August with a united demand for sanctions on Israel. We refuse to life in a submissive ghetto. We refuse to die in silence. You too can choose not to be silent and let this Saturday be the day of rage for Gaza. May we always remember and act.

Ayah Bashir
Originally published on Middle East Eye

Handbook for Nonviolent Campaigns in new languages

The first edition of WRI’s Handbook for Nonviolent Campaigns (published in 2009) continues to be translated into more languages. Indonesian was the first translation, coming soon after the English version was published. Since that first translation, the book has been translated into 11 languages. The Slovak version was the latest to be completed - just last month. This month we have also made the handbook available online in Ukrainian. Work is under way to translate the second edition of the Handbook.

Please get in touch with us if you would like to translate it.
Ebola: a militarised virus

The Ebola death toll in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia has now exceeded 5,000, according to the head of the United Nations Mission for Emergency Ebola Response. Furthermore, according to a statement made by Elver in a press release, "the countries which have been hardest hit by the epidemic, and which are still struggling to contain the virus, are now facing a fresh disaster, as experts predict that more than a million people in the region require food aid.

As Ecologists in Action have previously argued, we understand this to be yet another consequence of the world order, imposed by the financial powers, in which the unequal and unjust distribution of resources impedes the development of many countries, whose consequent deprivation makes them hotbeds for disease and terrorism.

The response to the spread of Ebola on the African continent – to send in military troops – is an example of militarism - the ideology that accords the military a prominent place in the functioning of society, and extols military values and models of behaviour above civilian ones. It is an ideology that prizes authority, discipline, hierarchy, obedience, homogeneity of thought, and the glorification of force as a means to resolve conflict.

As Jordi Calvo puts it, ‘in a crisis which began in March and which was declared by the World Health Organisation to be an international public health emergency in August, there is one sole NGO (MSF) in the region which has taken responsibility for 60% of the beds available for Ebola patients. To meet the demand, it has required four times the health resources currently available. And they are being sent soldiers... Whose task, furthermore, will be construction. Which prompts us to ask: are these people – people whose are trained to kill – the right people to be in Africa responding to this emergency? What interests does the US have in the African continent? What is the US interest in the African continent?

Armies have a single function, which is to defend the interests of the rich and, as such, also to defend their transnational activities, providing, for example, logistical support for their plunderous exploitation of natural resources through extractive industries, which may be necessary for maintaining the capitalist model of development, but destroys human life and the life of the planet itself. This is what is happening in Africa.

Governments, meanwhile, divert resources away from health, education, social services and housing – from everything, in other words, designed to meet basic human needs – and redirect them towards the military, whose remit includes ‘humanitarian missions abroad’, though these are no more than a mask for the true interests which armies defend.

This situation, in which resources intended for human security (in the true sense of the term) are stolen for military purposes, creates precarious social contexts which are much more vulnerable and likely to turn into situations that deteriorate. In this logic, a military response is then called for. A population, then, is attacked with structural violence, creating victims who are offered salvation by their very attackers – a win-win situation for the war economy, with the military playing the part of a pyromaniac fireman dressed in humanitarian clothing.

Sending a contingent of 3,000 soldiers, then, is no solution, but mere propaganda on the part of the US, which invests vast resources in its military and does not know how to resolve conflict and emergencies by any other means. It is not appropriate to send in troops to combat an epidemic: in the zones affected by the virus, they need staff and resources, they do not need arms and the armed forces.

Sending military troops - in Obama’s words - to “eradicate Ebola and construct facilities in which to treat the sick”, generates greater economic cost and unsustainability, increases the militarisation of society and legitimises the armed forces, creating a culture in which violence is seen as a means to resolve conflict, and, politically, diverts attention away from the true causes of the realities that the military is brought in to deal with. The true causes are injustice and structural violence. The result is more misery, more repression, less transparency, more money for the economy of war, and the perpetuation of an unjust and violent order.

Antimilitarist and nonviolent organisations need to keep defending another way of doing politics, another paradigm of human security, and to keep responding to health emergencies as a priority for investing our internationalist solidarity, rather than as an opportunity for armed force, and continue to expose the complicity between extractivism and militarisation. We need to continue demanding that military bases in our countries be decommissioned, and promoting the nonviolent resolution of conflicts, in addition to putting an end to the situation of structural violence which is itself a world war.

Ebola is one more excuse to continue militarising Africa, and dispatching more troops to the continent’s areas of high extractive activity, in order to defend the interests of the rich, at the cost of impoverishing and even killing their population. Militarisation is a virus even deadlier than Ebola. Let us inoculate ourselves from the lies and expose the truth.

Koldobi Velasco
Translation from the Spanish by Elisa Haf
Kobanê is Life, We Object for Life

After the loss of countless people in a war waged by the Republic of Turkey against the Kurdish people, a process has started which they call the “solution process”. They described this step as one taken to develop dialogue with the Kurdish movement. For years, the “solution process” that started in 2009 was expected to bring “peace” to this region. But the state didn’t give up on its reflex to create peace with guns, tanks and bombs - just like in Roboski where 34 Kurdish villagers died in a bombing by the Turkish Armed Forces. Even though a so called “ceasefire” was declared, and some armed groups retreated to outside the border, in every part of this geographical region attacks against Kurdish people continued throughout the process. Funerals kept coming to homes; funerals of those that died - maybe not in battle grounds - but in the streets by soldier-police attacks.

Social Transformation and Rojava: ISIS’ target

After the Syrian border practically changed by the end of internal war that had been going on for 4 years in the local region, with ISIS’ conquer of Mosul (one of the larger cities in Iraq) the border with the Republic of Turkey changed too. ISIS’ “unstopable” progress has been the clearest sign of dominance which raises concerns in the region. In this case, “unstopable” reflected on us as raped women, beheaded war slaves, slave markets, countless massacres and those who were forced out of their lands.

As ISIS’ attack on the process of social transformation in Middle East region focused on Kobanê, the resistance grew in response. Kobanê has been more than just a city trying to keep standing against ISIS threat: it has become the hope of social revolution in the region. And right at this point, those who resist in Kobanê became those who resist for the new life that is being created.

Kobanê Behind "Politics of Peace"

Kobane resistance, which has been going on for 3 months now, is supported in many ways, by the social opposition and the voice of the resisters crossed the borders. Now a common voice and common struggle is raising against the increasing wars and massacres of the states.

The attacks against Rojava and Kobanê, while being the basis of “peace force” propaganda of Western states for months, also turned into the “dream of bringing peace across border” for the state of Turkey during that time. The government, with the bill that it passed in parliament in October, got ready to send its military force to the other side of border and put the border under war conditions. The gates of the Suruç border are closed to war refugees but open to support mobs with weapons; “peace-bringing soldiers” were directed at tens of thousands of Kobanê residents escaping from war; for the first time after 1990’s Extraordinary Conditions(OHAL) applications, martial law was applied in these lands. Tens of people who were on the streets – the voice of those who try to survive in Kobanê, and supporting those who resist in border - were massacred by police attacks and shots from soldiers.

While the effects of war goes on both in “this” side of border and in Kobanê, while the losses increase day by day, the voice of those who oppose this war increases as well. People go to the Kobanê border from all four corners of the region try to create a safe line by becoming a human chain; but the state’s army and state’s police continue their attacks to break this solidarity. While the states, behind the borders they draw, get ready for new wars
under the name of “security politics”, new massacres behind the lies of “bringing peace”; some people refuse these politics, these drawn borders, these stages being readied for new massacres.

Consciences Stand With Kobanê

The conscientious objection movement in these lands has stood against war and with life for years. Those who object to shedding the blood of siblings, to dying, to killing, have resisted for years. Even though the state has tried to daunt them with life within its military prisons, oppression and torture, conscientious objectors didn’t give up and continued to defend life.

Conscientious objectors have repeated again with every new “cross-border operation”; every preparation for war, every massacre committed by the state with its soldiers and army. This is why we object, and will keep on objecting. In the “Liberation Operation” against Iraq, countless bombardments towards Gaza, in every bomb thrown at Roboski, consciences objected to holding the weapons of state hands, and objected to becoming a part of the planned wars.

Now, in “that” side of border, while thousands of hearts resist the killer mobs, against the states that plan new massacres collaborating with killers; conscientious objectors in “this” side of border to raise their voice in support of resistance and raise the struggle for freedom. After Hakan Bakur was massacred by police in the middle of street, after Necmettin Çelik was massacred by rangers, after 8-year-old Remezan from Rojava was killed by a soldier’s bullet in Qamishlo border; our consciences object...

Many people in many parts of the region who condemn the attacks on Kobanê are going out onto the streets: police-army violence and state oppression attempts to daunt them; the conscientious objectors in these lands, antimilitarists and those who oppose war refuse to believe in the state’s lie that they will “bring peace” to the borders.

The conscience of the people object to ISIS, which is fabricated violence to massacre; object the ammunition supplies by the state that would set the stage for new massacres; object the doors that are closed against those who want to escape from war; the police-army attacks against those who resist for their life; the tyranny against those who were forced to leave their homes, villages, lands and migrate; enslavement of women in slave markets; massacre of children with raining bombs; the bill passed in parliament behind lies of “bringing peace”; all the massacres the stage of which are being staged.

Now, to add their voices to the voices of those who resist in Kobanê at the cost of their lives, a people who try to hang on to life by escaping from war, consciences object.

The voice raising from both here and Kobanê is the voice of peace and not war, and is the harbinger of a new borderless life.

Merve Arkun

Solidarity protests held for conscientious objector Haluk Selam Tufanlı

Conscientious objector Haluk Selam Tufanlı was imprisoned on 4th December in northern Cyprus for refusing to undertake reserve military service. International actions were held on Tuesday 9th December 2014 in Athens, Istanbul, Nicossia and London. The Initiative for Conscientious Objection in Cyprus said “In the northern part of Cyprus, the military service and annual reserve army practice are compulsory for male citizens above 18. The militarization of the island is not limited to the compulsory army service and reserve service; the civilians are being tried at the military court, the police is under the control of the Turkish army, there are lessons taught by soldiers in schools, and the cities and rural areas are under the direct physical invasion of the Turkish army which is ongoing for the last 40 years.”
New in the WRI webshop

War Resisters’ International offers a range of merchandise via its webshop. These and many other books can be ordered online — and some are even available for reading online or downloading as PDF.

Through articles, images, survey data and interviews, Sowing Seeds: The Militarisation of Youth and How to Counter It documents the seeds of war that are planted in the minds of young people in many different countries. However, it also explores the seeds of resistance to this militarisation that are being sown resiliently and creatively by numerous people. We hope the book will help to disseminate these latter seeds. It is not just a book for peace and antimilitarist activists: it is a book for parents and grandparents, teachers, youth workers, and young people themselves.

Author(s)/editor(s): Owen Everett
Publisher: War Resisters’ International
Year published: 2013

COs are generally seen as male — as are soldiers. This book breaks with this assumption. Women conscientiously object to military service and militarism. Not only in countries which conscript women — such as Eritrea and Israel — but also in countries without conscription of women. In doing so, they redefine antimilitarism from a feminist perspective, opposing not only militarism, but also a form of antimilitarism that creates the male conscientious objector as the ‘hero’ of antimilitarist struggle.

This anthology includes contributions by women conscientious objectors and activists from Britain, Colombia, Eritrea, Israel, Paraguay, South Korea, Turkey, and the USA, plus documents and statements.

Edited by Ellen Elster and Majken Jul Sørensen, Preface by Cynthia Enloe
Social change doesn’t just happen. It’s the result of the work of committed people striving for a world of justice and peace. This work gestates in groups or cells of activists, in discussions, in training sessions, in reflecting on previous experiences, in planning, in experimenting and in learning from others. Preparing ourselves for our work for social justice is key to its success.

There is no definitive recipe for successful nonviolent actions and campaigns. This handbook, however, is a series of resources that can inspire and support your own work, especially if you adapt the resources to your own needs and context.

Published by: War Resisters’ International
Orders: £7.00 + postage

Check out the WRI webshop at http://wri-irg.org/webshop
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The Broken Rifle

The Broken Rifle is the newsletter of WRI, and is published in English, Spanish, and German. This is issue 101, December 2014.
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War Resisters' International supporting and connecting war resisters all over the world

Please send your donation today to support the work of WRI – Thank You!

I want to support WRI:
(Please tick at least one)

☐ I enclose a donation of £/€/US$ ............ to WRI
☐ Please send me a receipt
☐ I have completed credit card details overleaf
☐ I will set up a monthly/quarterly/yearly (please delete) standing order to War Resisters' International

In Britain to Unity Trust Bank, account no: 5072 7388, Sort Code: 08-60-01 for £ ................
Eurozone: IBAN IE91 BOFI 9000 9240 4135 47, Bank of Ireland, for € ..............
☐ Please send me a standing order form
☐ I enclose a CAF voucher for £ ..............
☐ I enclose a cheque to A.J. Muste Institute for US$ ............

Please visit our webshop at http://wri-irg.org for War Resisters’ International publications, Broken Rifle badges, and other WRI merchandise. Thank You!
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WRI keeps supporters names and addresses on computer, for our sole use. If you do not consent to this, please let us know.